
Unleash Your Inner Rugby Star: Know The
Game Complete Skills Rugby
If you've ever watched a game of rugby and felt the adrenaline pumping through
your veins, you're not alone. Rugby is a sport that captivates both players and
spectators alike with its blend of physicality, strategy, and teamwork. Whether
you're a novice fan or aspiring player, understanding the complete skills required
in rugby is vital to fully enjoy and excel in the game.

What is Rugby?

Rugby, known for its rough tackles, sprinting runs, and impressive teamwork, is a
thrilling sport that originated in England during the early 19th century. It is played
with an oval-shaped ball and involves two teams of 15 players each. The
objective is to score points by carrying, passing, or kicking the ball into the
opposition's goal area while defending their own.

The Complete Skills: Unveiling the Secrets

1. Running

Rugby demands a combination of speed, agility, and endurance, making running
an essential skill. Sprinting from one end of the field to another, evading
opponents, and finding gaps in the defense to exploit are the hallmarks of a
skilled runner.
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2. Passing

Passing is a fundamental skill in rugby that enables players to move the ball
efficiently and quickly across the field. There are various passing techniques,
including the spiral, spin, and pop pass, each suited for different situations.

3. Kicking

Strategic kicking is crucial in rugby for gaining territorial advantage and scoring
points. Different types of kicks, such as the up-and-under, grubber, and punt kick,
can be utilized based on the game scenario.

4. Tackling

Tackling is one of the most exhilarating aspects of rugby, but it requires proper
technique to ensure both effectiveness and safety. Mastering tackling involves
understanding body positioning, timing, and wrapping the arms securely around
the opponent.

5. Rucking and Mauling

Rucking and mauling are essential skills for maintaining possession and gaining
ground in rugby. Rucking involves players teaming up to contest the ball on the
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ground, while mauling refers to a group of players from both teams contesting
possession while standing.

6. Lineouts and Scrums

Lineouts and scrums are set-piece plays that occur when the ball goes out of play
or a minor offense is committed. Lineouts involve players lifting or being lifted to
catch the ball, while scrums involve pushing against the opposition to contest for
possession. Proper technique and coordination are crucial for success in these
situations.

Mastering the complete skills of rugby requires dedication, practice, and a deep
understanding of the game's intricacies. Becoming proficient in running, passing,
kicking, tackling, rucking, mauling, lineouts, and scrums will enable you to fully
enjoy the thrilling sport of rugby while contributing to your team's success. So,
gear up, hit the field, and unlock your inner rugby star!
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A complete guide to rugby skills for players aged 7-10

The Know the Game Complete Skills series is a perfect to a sport for every
budding player. Compiled from the individual Know the Game Rugby titles, the
book will teach young players the basic skills they need to start enjoying the sport
– by giving them plenty of simple practice drills and showing how the star players
do it. In this book, players will learn :

Passing, catching and kicking
Rugby terms Positions in rugby Passing Catching Kicking

Tackling, contact, teamwork and tactics
Scoring a try Avoiding a tackle Tackling Contact Teamwork Tactics

Clearly illustrated and written by a professional coach, this book will give every
young player the all the skills they need to enjoy rugby.
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